Your Guide to Individual Project Grants
Updated August 2020

Who Are We?
The Edmonton Arts Council
is a not-for-profit
organization that supports
and promotes the arts
community in Edmonton.
The EAC works to increase
the profile and involvement
of arts and culture in all
aspects of our community
life through activities that:

$ invest
represent
build
create

Grant Programs Individuals
deadlines
Edmonton Artists’ Trust Fund
$15,000
Deadline: September 1

Individual Project Grants
Deadline: Sept 15

Equity and Access in the Arts Grants
Deadline: October 15

Travel Grant
Suspended during COVID-19 Restrictions

Grant Programs Individuals
who can apply
Applicants must be:
• 18 years or older
• A resident of Edmonton *
• A Canadian citizen,
Permanent Resident, or
have a valid work permit
• An artist, defined by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

training / apprenticeship
body of work
dedicated practice
receives payment
public exposure
peer recognition

Author and performer Tololwa Mollel

Individual Artist Grants 2020
Three Streams – Pick One!
Exploration & Experimentation
•
To support an artist to work
on current solo creation,
experimentation or
research activities.
•
Grant amounts are fixed
at $5000 to
support subsistence while
the artist takes the time to
work.

Skills & Career Development
•
To support professional
development and
mentorship-based projects
for artists and arts
professionals.
•
Projects may be solo
or collective
•
Grants will be available up
to $10,000 based on
actual or projected project
expenses.

Major Artist-Driven Projects
•
To support artist-initiated
projects of any type,
including production/presen
tation that is clearly
considered in light of public
health restrictions.
•
Projects may be solo or
collective
•
Grants will be available up
to $25,000 based on
projected expenses.

Individual Artist Grants 2020
All streams
General Applicant Information
• name, address, email, etc.
• grant amount request
• signature

Information About Applicant
• artistic resume, biography, or CV
• biography / history of collective or
ensemble
• Establish a narrative about
yourself and your work
Nasra Adem, multi-disciplinary artist and slam poet,
recipient of a Cultural Diversity in the Arts Project Grant

Individual Artist Grants 2020
Exploration and Experimentation
Support for an artistic process:

•
•
•

• Research
• Creation processes
You may or may not know a goal
or product for this work.
A finished product is not the focus
of this stream.
Instead, focus on process and
what this will mean to your work

• These are stories of
curiosity and discovery

Ellen Chorley received a grant in 2019 to write
the play Everyone Loves Robbie. It went on to
receive the 2020 Sterling Award for Outstanding
New Play. Photo: Marielle Terhart

Individual Artist Grants 2020
Skills and Career Development
Project Description
• This stream is about advancing
your capacity for excellence. This
could include:
• Training
• Mentorship
• Tools
• Professional Connections
• Opportunities

Derek Jagodzinsky (LUXX Ready to Wear) applied for a
Travel Grant to attend talks and events surrounding an
exhibition he was a part of in New York City.

Individual Artist Grants 2020
Skills and Career Development
•

Your proposal should establish:
•
your current status and
work as an artist and arts
professional
•
A challenge or barrier you
face in moving forward
•
What you will do to change
•
How the process/tools you
describe will assist in
getting you there.

• These are stories of
transformation

Cassia Hardy of Wares, who received a travel grant in
2019 to tour western Canada.

Individual Artist Grants 2020
Major Artist-driven Project
•

•
•

•

These grants are intended for
projects that have already gone
through significant development
Also open to initiatives that do not
obviously fit into other streams
Applicant may be a single lead
artist, an ensemble or an ad hoc
collective
May incorporate subsistence
expenses, as well as materials,
venue/dissemination costs, fees
for other artists and individuals
supporting the work, and
marketing and communications
expenses

Tangled Together, by Cynthia Fuhrer. Fuhrer received a
project grant in 2019.

Individual Artist Grants 2020
Major Artist Driven Projects
•

•

These project grants might be
used to complete the cycle,
integrating professional and
artistic skills and exploration
and bringing the results back
to the public in a finished and
thoughtful manner
Applicants are expected to
anticipate and respond to
COVID-related restrictions as
currently understood.
Dancer Riya Mittal received projent grant support in
2018 for a new collaborative work, Daksha-Yagnya.

Individual Artist Grants 2020
All Streams
Artistic Support Material
•
•

•

•

demonstrates your merit and
breadth of practice
Make sure that the material’s link
to the project is clear, or use text
to create that link in assessors’
minds
Respect the assessors’ time: a
one-minute excerpt from a longform work helps focus attention
If you are not the only artist
involved with a work you provide,
clearly document your
contribution and credit your
collaborators

Marina Hulzenga received an Artist Project grant to create her
installation LIMINAL SPACE || AWASITIPAHASKAN

Individual Artist Grants 2020
All Streams
Optional support material
maximum three pages of testimonial:
• Letters of support from people
who know and can speak
passionately about your work
• Reviews, assessments
• Confirmation of acceptance/
registration (for Skills & Career
Development)
• Quotations for any major
rentals/purchases
Becoming Edmonton a film project by Jason Gondziola,
funded with a Community Arts Grant

Equity and Access in the Arts
Deadline: October 15
•

•

•

The focus of this grant program is
to provide opportunity and
equitable access to funding for
artists from Indigenous and equity
seeking communities
This program builds on the
previous Cultural Diversity in the
Arts project grants
The program is offered in three
streams, which are the same as
the Individual Artist Grants 2020

The Tiger’s Hearts Collective received a production grant in
2019 for their all-female production of Troilus and Cressida,
adapted and directed by Danielle LaRose. Photo: BB
Collective

Equity and Access in the Arts
All Streams
•

•

•

Assessment of applications will
endeavor to include a clear
understanding of the barriers to
participation faced by each
applicant.
You can help this by clearly
articulating the barriers you have
experienced.
You may apply to both this
program and the Individual Artist
Grant 2020 program, but not for
the same project or topic.

Filmmaker Andrea Beca received a grant in 2019 for the
creation of a camp supporting the work of young
LGBTQ2S filmmakers.

All Grant Programs
application assessment
Peer Jury Review
• decisions based on their
recommendations
• knowledgeable, generous
members of the arts community
• The EAC is committed to
diversity and equity of jury
composition
• jurors change every year

Write for an audience of intelligent
artists, but not necessarily artists of
your discipline.
Avoid jargon and inside references.
Write as inclusively and clearly as
you can.

Grant Programs
application assessment
Evaluation Criteria
• Merit of the artist’s body of work
•
•

Include narrative about yourself, your
path and aspirations
For collaborations & collectives,
articulate why you work together, and
forge a shared narrative.

Stream 2 and 3 only:
Budget
•
•

•

Merit of the idea or project
proposed
•

Include a clear budget that articulates
how you plan to spend the money.
Because artist living expenses are
defined by your specific circumstances,
provide enough detail for the jury to
understand how you are calculating those
expenses.
Note other revenue sources, especially
other grants, and whether those are
confirmed or pending.

Grant Programs
application assessment
Timelines
• The timeline is the assessors
primary tool for understanding
HOW you will accomplish the
project. If the project
description is an oil painting,
this is an architectural drawing.
• We understand that many of
these dates will change over the
course of the project, but it
establishes a vision for your
ideal situation.

•

•

Include hard deadlines and
known specific dates (opening
day, start of rehearsals, etc)
Generally, 1-2 pages provides
the right amount of detail.

Grant Programs
application – general tips
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read and understand the
grant guidelines
Begin early
Create a plan, not a wish
Use action verbs
Have a clear concept –
be specific and realistic
Define the outcome / goal
Avoid jargon and academic
language
Don’t use 5 syllables when 2
will do
Ask questions

Melissa Taylor. Painting done at Philadelphia’s
Rodin Museum, made during a trip supported
by an EAC Travel grant.

Grant Programs
application – general tips 2
•

•

•

Incorporate yourself into the
proposal. Be frank about your
personal and emotional
connection to the project.
Make sure it’s clear how each
part of the support materials
supports the proposal.
Create budgets & timelines
that show the work that you
actually want to do, not what
you think is acceptable.

The Locals mural created by Caitlin Bodewitz and Jordan
Blackburn on 124 Street, funded with an EAC Project Grant

We are always
happy to help!

Keep in Touch
edmontonarts.ca

Subscribing is
easy! Just
follow the link
on our side bar.

newsletter … facebook … twitter … instagram

Thank you for your attention!
Got more questions?
grants@edmontonarts.ca

